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On th(> Nature of the Apparent: Response 
of the Vorticity Area Index to the Solar Magnetic Field 
J.M. Wilcox and P.H. Scherrer 
Institute for Plasma Research 
Stanford University 
Stanford. CalifornIa 94305 
Abstract 
The apparent response of the vorticity area index to the solar magnetic 
field is confined to tropospher~~ regions of intense circulation. Discussions 
and calculations that include larger volumes of the troposphere would not be ex-
peetl'd to show a significant sun-weather effect. Analysis of the efreet in time 
intervals outside the original 1963-73 is also discLssed. An assessment of this 
sun-weather effect at the present time is given. 
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On the Nature of the Apparent RE.ISpOnSe 
of the Vorticity Area Index to the Solar M ..'gnetic Field 
1. Jntrodu~ 
J.M. Wilcox and P.ll. Scherrer 
Institute for Plasma Research 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 94305 
We shall discuss the characteristics of tropospheric circulation that 
are involved in the apparent response of the vorticity area index (VAl) as the 
solnr magnetic field is carried past the earth by the solar wind. The main point 
we wish to make is that the response is concentrated in the tropospheric regions 
of most intense circulation, i.e. the central portions of well-formed low pressure 
troughs. Discussions and calculations that involve tropospheric volumes larg~ 
than these regions of intense circulation involve regions at which no sun-weather 
effect is apparent. 
We shall also discuss some factors that mnst be considered when assessing 
this sun-weather effect in the years from 1947-1978. 
2. The Discussion by Shapiro (1979) 
A recent discussion by Shapiro (1979) does not take proper account of the 
above considerations. In particular, by defining his own vorticity area index 
rather than analyzin~ the vorticity area index defined by Roberts and Olson (1973) he 
has attenuated out most of the apparent solar signal in the vorticity area index. 
The analysis in Shapiro (1979) of his vorticity area index, which we all agree has 
little or no solar signal, is not appropriate for assessing the statistical and physical 
significance of the apparent sun-weather effect discussed by Wilcox et al. (1976). 
J 
The dHf(lr£>ncc between Shapit"o' s vorticity area index (vai) and the Roberts 
and Olson vorticity area index (VAl) can be seen in the following way. Figut'e 1 
shows the response of th~ VAl at 500mbar to 162 interpJ.anetary magnetic sector boundary 
tramdts past the f..1arth d'lring winter months from 1 November 1963 to ,'31 Narch 1976. The 
previously reported (Hilr;ox ~La;J;"., 1976) minimum in VAl approximately one day after 
the boundary transit is dear. A measure D of the depth of this minimum is defined 
as the VAl around day +1 minus the average of the VAl around days -2 a'1d +4 (day 0 is 
the boundary transit time), Each VAl in this relationship refers to the mean of three 
adjacent half-days. 
In Figure 2 we show that the size of the sun-weather effect uoing the va! com-
puted by Shapiro (1979) is small compared to the size obtained using the VAl of Roberts 
and Olson (1973). We compute several vorticity area indices using different discrimi-
natal" vnlues of vorticity, i.e. the vortici.ty area index is computed as the sum of the 
area in the northern hemisphere in which the vorticity equals or exceeds various indi-
cated values between 14 and 24 units of vorticity (10-5s-1). For each index we then 
compute a superposed epoch analysis about boundary transit times. The 131 boundary 
transits during the winter 196 1 ,,1973 that were analysed by Wilcox et a1. (1976) are 
used in preparing Figure 2. The ordinate of Figure 2 is the size in percent of the 
sun-we .. ther effect, which is defined as the value D divided by the average vorticity 
area index near days -2 and +4. The abscissa is the discriminator value of the vorticity 
used in computing the vorticity area index. 
We see in Figure 2 that the strength of the sun-weather effect increases steeply 
with increasing discriminator vorticity value. Shapiro (1979) has used smaller discrimi-
nator vorticity values in computing his index and has thereby attenuated out most of the 
effect evident with higher values. 
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In hin Figure 12 Shapiro (1979) annlyzes his vai durinr; the time period 
191+7-1970. 'l'w~) important considerations not mentioned by Shapiro (lY79) have to be 
rccogniRPd with regard to analysis of the effect before 1963. First~ between OOZ Dnd 
12Z on 9 .January 1962 the series of VAl values v~ry abruptly and permanently increased 
by more than a factor of two. This is clearly not meteorologically real, and apparently 
resulted from the use of methods either for constructing the National MeteorOlogical 
Center pressure grid heights themselves before and after that date, or for determining 
1 VAI values from th~ grid heights. Second, before 1963 the average value of geomagnetic 
aC'tivity on toward days of the inferred polarity of the interplanetary magnetic field 
was approximat(.~ly twice as large as the value of geomagnetic activity on away days. 
After 1963 this difference disappeared. There is some controversy as to whether 
this situation represents a large change in the coupling between the interplanetary 
magnetic field and terrestrial activity or is simply a deficiency of the inferred 
polarity during the early years. In any case, the response of a major terrestrial 
activity index to the inferred polarity of the interplanetary magnetic field changed 
markedly before 1963 as compared with after 1963. 
Figure 3 is a plot of the Roberts and Olson (1973) VAl from 1946 to 1978. 
The annual variad.ons in VAl with a peak in winter and a minimum in summer are 
apparent. The large change in VAl on 9 January 1962 is clearly seen. Caution is 
clearly indicated in analysis of the VAl before 9 January 1962, particularly in view 
of conditions related to the variance of the VAI to be discussed later in this paper. 
Figure If is redrawn from Russell and Rosenberg (1974) and shows yearly average 
values of the geomagnetic index Ap during days in which the inferred polarity of the 
interplanetary magnetic field was toward the sun (solid line) and away from the sun 
(dashed line). We see after 1963 a significant difference in the influence of the 
interplanetary magnetic field as measured by the inferred polarity, namely that the 
factor of two difference in geomagnetic activity as a function of inferred polarity 
seen before 1963 disappears after 1963. Again, this suggests considerable caution in 
analysis of the VAl using inferred transit times of sector boundaries before 1963. 
1 A change of NHC analysis procedures specifically on 9 January 1962 has not yet been 
confirmed. Various changes of routine around that general time are, however, a 
matter of record at NMC. 
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\-1<..' respond now to the two numbered points on page 1114 of Shapiro (1979). 
1) "Ex{'ept for similar, but irrelevant seasonal behavior, vai (VAl) is 
virtually utll'lll"l'l'lated with the averar;e absolute vorticity" (Shapiro, 1979). 
This is corn'et, nnd is (l:~act1y what would be experted since the VAl corresponds 
tn l'roposplwrir regions of intense circulation (low-p't'essure tt'oughs) wherc(Js the 
average absolute vorticity is a property of he entire troposphere. Figure 5 shows 
tht> vortit.'i ty ron tours corresponding to 20 'l<: lO-5 s -1 at aoz on 26 Februaty 1967. 
The t'ontribution to the vorticity area index computed by Roberts and Olson (1973) 
comes from the area within these contours. The average hemispheric absolute vorticity 
computed by Shapiro (1979) describes predominently regions of the troposphere outside 
theRe contours in which the sun-weather effect is not apparent. On the other 
hand, it might be interesting to look at absolute vorticity within thes~ contours, 
dnd w~ "r~ 1n the process of doing this. 
2) "Because VAl represents a relatively small area where the vorticity 
t'xc(wds a rather sizeable threshold value, small broad scale .:!hanges in vorticity 
from day-co-day can produce very large day-to-day changes in VAl" (Shapiro, 1979). 
Shapiro has a good point here. In published work the VAl was computed by summing 
the areas corresponding to the NMC grid points at which the vorticity equalled or 
exceeded the specified value. A relatively small change in vorticity could in-
elude or exclude a given grid point, thUB contributing to the day-to-day variation 
in computed VAL In pr~sent work we arc computing a contour of the specified value 
of vorticity, and then computing the area within this contour. Small changes of 
vorticity will then lead to only small changes in computed VAL 
5. Did the Effect Disappear in Recent Years? 
Shapiro (1979) mentions the claims by Hilliams and Gerety (1978) that "The 
np~arent correlation between sector boundary crossings and VAl was not evident in 
the more recent time period, 1974-77". As we have briefly reported (Hilcox and 
Scherrer, 1979), the correlation has been remarkably constant if an apparent 
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decrease during the past few years of the intensity of tropospheric circulation is 
properl y arcountNI for. '1'hi8 can be seen in the following way. llines and lIalevy (1977) 
introduced the excursion, which was defined as the difference between the maximum and 
minimum values of the VAl found in a 12 ... day :i,nterval centered on the time of boundary 
transit. The amplitude of the sun-weather influence rHaS small when the ex(:ursion was 
small and large when the excursion was large. In the past few years the observed excursionE 
have been considel'nbly smaller than in the previous years. 
He have defined a value of excursion such that half of the 162 boundary 
transits during the interval 1 November 1963 to 31 March 1976 had larger excursions 
nnd half hnd smaller. The sun-weather effect is examined separately for each group. 
Consider now the three winter interval from 1 November 1963 to 31 March 1966. 
Figure 6 shows for this interval (plotted at 1965), the average value of D 
(sce Figure 1) associated with the group of boundary transits having larger 
excursions, nnd the average D for the group of boundary transits having smaller 
excursions. :he analYSis is repeated steppinB one year at a time so that the 
final point plotted at 1977 represents the three-~linter interval from 1 Decembe::r 1975 
to 31 Mal~ch 1978, the last for which data are available. We see in Figure 6 that 
bet~~een 1963 and the present the size of the sun-weather effect associated with 
the group of boundaries having larger excursions is rather constant, while in most 
years the boundaries assoeia.ted with smaller excursions show no significant effect. 
Why then did Williams and Gerety (1978) conclude that the sun-weather effect 
disappeared in recent years? Figure 7 shows for each interval the number of boundary 
transits associated with larger excursions and with smaller excursions. In the 
years 1963-1973 discussed by Wilcox et al. (1976) the two numbers are approximately 
equal, but in recent winters the magnitude of the excursion has declined considerably 
such that in the last interval only 7 boundary transits had larger excursions while 
31 transits did not. A decline in the value of the VAl in recent years can also be 
5. 
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6QQn in FiAure 3. If this decline 1s not an artifact of the mctcoroloSiQal data 
pror(>~wing, an important f.'han8() in tho large-srule trop~spheric circulation in the 
nort:lwrn hemir.phere 18 indica ted to have occurred in the pus t few years. 
In Nltl('lusion, we wish again to emphasi~e that the apparent sun··weather effe(~t 
o('curr. only in regions of intense tropospheric circulation. Criticisms such as 
Shapirt1 (1979), \Ulliams (1978), and Bhatnagnr and .Jakobseon (1978, for a response 
see Larsen, 1978) arc not appropriale. Shapiro (1979) computed a vorticity area 
index for ragians of less intense circulation, and found a smaller effect. Williams 
(1978) analysed the four components of the Lorenz (1955) enetgy cycle. Since these 
components describe the e~tire troposphere the contribution to them of the small 
regions of intense circulation is rather small. Nevertheless, Williams (1978) found 
several similarities between the response of the VAI to boundary transits and the 
response of the Lorenz components to boundary transits. These similarities are: 
1) The Lorenz eddy kinetic eddy parameter KE showed the most significant 
changes. This is the Lorenz parameter mas::. similar to the VAL 
2) The KE and VAI both have a minimum after boundary transits in winter 
but not in summer. 
3) The minimum in KE and in VAI is seen at 500, 300 and 200mb, but not 
at ~OOmb. 
Thus, the KE has a similar response to boundary transits as the VAI, but with 
smaller amplitude, just as would be expected from the above discussion. 
Bhatnagar and 3akobsson (1978) attempted to analyse the sun-weather effect 
without using an index, but rather by studying kinetic energy and the square of 
the vorticity over the entire northern hemisphere. As already pointed out by 
Larsen (1978) w~ would not expect to see a significant boundary transit effect 
in these quantities when computed over the entire northern hemisphere. 
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Finally, w~ may atote our view of the present situation with regard to the 
apparent inflll'nre of the Bolar magnetic field on tropospheric circulation. We 
[('('1 that inter~stinn and stimulating queotions have heen asked, hut that final 
dtdinit:1v(' answl.'rs nre not yet in hand. '.chis Bun-weather research is still in an 
There is general agreement (Hines and Halevy, 1977; Shapiro, 1976; and our-
s('lvN;) that the f'fff'ct report(~d in Wih~ox S.t. a1. (1976) is statisti,~ally significant 
at about the 95Z level. A more interesting and fundamental question than the signifi-
cance of thc.~ resul ts reported by Wilcox S:..t.El. (1976) is what assessment we can make 
at the present time with regard to the possible chain of physical causations from the 
Bolar magnetir field to tropospheric circulation. In addition to those already discussed, 
a number of additional effects have been reported that may be relevant here. Sector 
boundary transits accompanied by more active 1:; 'lor wind conditions appear to cause a 
larger VAl response (Wilcox, 1979). The role of initial conditions in the tropospheric 
circulation \V'ieh regard to the size of the sun-weather effect has been discussed by 
Wilcox and Scherrer (1979) .An influence of the polarity (toward or away teom the sun) of 
tlw interplanetary magnetic field on the area of troughs near 1800 longitude has been 
reported by Wilcox et 01. (1979). The analysis by Larsen and Kelley (1977) of the 
success of forecasts in a eime frame related to sector boun~\ry transits suggests that 
the effect may be physically significant in the sense of having an appreciable influence 
on the evolution of atmospheric circulation (as reflected in numerical weather predictions 
that take no a,~count of solar influence). 
A physical mechanism may come from the growing body of evidence suggesting an 
influence of solar magnetic sector structure on the electric currents and field~ in the 
lower atmosphere (Markson, 1971; Park, 1976; Reiter, 1977; Roble and Hays, 1979). 
It seems rather unlikely that these several systematic effects can all be dis-
missed as statistical fluctuations, but we prefer to wait for the results of sev~ral 
investigations in progress before making a final assessment. 
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Figure 1. 
Figure 2 
Figure 3 
Figure 4 
Figure Captions 
A superposed epoch analysis of the vorticity area index at 
500mb about 162 times of interplanetary magnetic sector boundary 
transits during the winters in the interval 1 November 1963 to 
31 March 1976 for which spacecraft observaHons of boundary 
transits are available. A typical error bar (twice the standard 
error of the mean) is shown for the point at day -4 (Wilcox and 
Scherrer, 1979). 
The size of the sun-weather effect in percent as a function of 
the value of vorticity used in computing the vorticity area 
index. Larger values of vorticity show a larger size of the 
effect. The index recomputed by Shapiro (1979) has a considerably 
smaller effect than the original index of Roberts and Olson (1973). 
Variation with time of the 500mb vorticity area index computed 
by Roberts and Olson (1973). Note the annual variation in the 
index, the abrupt increase by about a factor of two ;)n 9 January 
1962 (an artifact), and the decline in values of the index in 
recent years. 
Yearly average of the geomagnetic activity index Ap for toward 
polarity days of the inferred interplanetary magntic field (solid 
line) and for away days (dashed line). Note that in the early 
years the toward days are approximately twice as active geomagnetical1y 
as are the away days, but that this difference disappeared near 1962. 
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Figurl' 5 
Figure 6 
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-5 -1 Contours corresponding to vorticity of 20 x 10 s on 
o U.T. of 26 February 1967 plot~~d on the standard Notional 
Meteorological Center grid. The apparent sun-weather effect 
is concentrated in the central regions within these contours. 
D for the groups of bc.mndary transits having larger excursions 
(open circles) and for the groups of boundary transits having 
smaller excursions (filled circles). The total length of the 
error bar :!,s twice the standard error of the mean (Wilcox and 
Scherrer, 1979). 
The number of boundary transits in eac.1 three-winte.r interval 
for which the excursions are in the larger group (open circles) 
and in the smaller group (filled circles), Note that in the 
last two intervals the number of boundary transits with larger 
excursions is considerably decreased (Wilcox and Scherrer, 1979). 
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